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Training Process
Starting the Training of Divine Being
Start your training with the Initiation ceremony (p. 13) which
consists of the World Peace Prayer and a Declaration.
After reciting the Declaration start the Task 1: creating the
mandalas of the Universal God.
Start with the Ware Soku Kami Nari (I am divine being)
mandala first.

The Order of Tasks
After the Initiation Ceremony, the most important point is to
begin with writing the Ware Soku Kami Nari (I am divine being)
mandala first.
Once completely finished, then continue with the Jinrui
Soku Kami Nari (Humanity is Divine) then. Do not jump from one
mandala to the other.
Task 2 and Task 3 should be done while writing the
mandalas (the order is up to you). They should be finished before
or when completing the Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (Humanity is Divine)
mandala. If you cannot finish them before the second mandala,
please keep a note of the completion date, so you can use it for
the Report card.
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Finishing the Training
Upon completion of the training, please fill in the Report
card provided.
Take a photograph of each Mandala and paste them on
the report card. (Cut to size if necessary)
Send the report to the Byakko Shinko Kai, where you will be
registered as a Shinjin.
After that a beautiful Certificate will be forwarded to you
from the Fuji Sanctuary in Japan.
The mandalas and writing of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (Task 2)
are yours to keep.
You may frame and display the Mandalas for you and
others to see them readily.
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TASKS
The training of Divine Being consists of 3 tasks.

Task 1:
Creating two Mandalas of the Universal God.
1.1.

Ware Soku Kami Nari (I am divine being) mandala

1.2.

Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (Humanity is divine) mandala

Task 2:
Writing 7 times (one set) of “Jinrui Soku Kami Nari” (Humanity is
Divine) 100 times.

Task 3:
Declaring Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (Humanity is Divine) for 70,000
people.
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Task 1
1.1. WARE SOKU KAMI NARI mandala
(I am divine being)
Starting the Mandala
!!! Before starting with the writing of the mandala, please
go to p.13 and proceed with the Initiation Ceremony!!!
After the Declaration part, continue as follows:


In the appropriate places (see sample p. 17) write with a
pencil Heaven, Earth, Hold the breath, Ware Soku Kami
Nari and your name



Recite the Declaration of Ware Soku Kami Nari (p. 14)



Perform the IN of Ware Soku Kami Nari



Using a black pen, while holding your breath, start writing
Ware Soku Kami Nari (or in English or in your own
language) from the center (smallest circle). (See sample
p. 17)



Write the starting date on the Report card provided

Important points:


Hold your breath while writing! It does not have to be for
an extended length of time.



Make sure that the letters rotate around the circles so
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that the bottom of each letter faces the center point.


Always start a new circle from the Top position (Heaven)
and write in a Clockwise direction.



If writing in Arabic, Hebrew, Urdu or any language with
similar writing feature (right to left), please write the
Mandalas accordingly, in a counter clockwise direction.



Write the letters as densely as possible



If you make a mistake, please do not erase, or white out,
write over the words again while holding your breath



Pay attention to the spacing during the last circle of
mandala so you can finish the circle with the whole
phrase Ware Soku Kami Nari (I am Divine Being)

Finishing the Mandala
Make sure to finish with the complete phrase (Ware Soku
Kami Nari) entered in your last circle.
When finished writing the last circle, please erase the pencil
writing Heaven, Earth and Holding your breath.
Also erase your name and Ware Soku Kami Nari that you
penciled in and rewrite both with the black pen. (Do not
rewrite the Heaven, Earth and Holding your breath parts)
Enter the date of completion above your name.
Once finished, start the Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (Humanity is
Divine) mandala.
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1.2. JINRUI SOKU KAMI NARI mandala
(Humanity is Divine)

You do not need to repeat the Initiation Ceremony.

Starting the Mandala:


In the appropriate places (see sample p. 17) write with a
pencil Heaven, Earth, Hold the breath, Jinrui Soku Kami
Nari and your name



Recite the Declaration of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (p. 15)



Perform the IN of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari



Using a black pen, start writing Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (or in
English or in your own language) from the center (smallest
circle).

Finishing the Mandala:
Proceed in the same as with Ware Soku Kami Nari (I am
Divine Being) mandala. (see above)
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Task 2
JINRUI SOKU KAMI NARI
(Special writing)
Important points:


You may use any writing material except a pencil.



You may write on any type of paper, or in any type of
diary, notebook or notepad



Write while holding your breath!



You may write Jinrui Soku Kami Nari, (or English version
or in your own language)



One set of writing is 7x Jinrui Soku Kami Nari



After each set write your name and date (also holding
your breath)



Write 100 sets

Instructions:


Say the Declaration of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (p. 10)



Perform the IN of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari



Hold your breath and write 7x Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (one
set) in one minute if possible (please don’t force or
push yourself)



Write name and date (while holding breath)



You may write just one set a day, or write several sets all
at once, or write all the sets in one day. It is up to you to
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choose.


If you do several sets all at once, recite the Declaration
and perform the IN only once in the beginning



If you take a break, and start again later, please recite
the Declaration and perform the IN again before
starting

Task 3
JINRUI SOKU KAMI NARI
(Declaring to 70,000 people)

Instructions:
Send the energy of the words “Jinrui Soku Kami Nari” to
70,000 people, by making visual contact with each one of them.
Say only the words “Jinrui Soku Kami Nari”, not the whole
Declaration.
It is not necessary to say the words out loud.
Direct the thoughts “please awaken” to each person.
Whether it is from the back or side, as long as you make eye
contact with some area of the body (arm, hand, feet, head …),
you may declare the words towards that person.

Special Notes:
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Avoid making the declaration to the same person more
than once.



Do not make the declaration to people on video or
photographs.



Do not do this task while driving.



Use a counter to keep record.



When you finish, write a note of the completion date, in
case you need it for the Report card.
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APPENDIX
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Initiation Ceremony
1. Recite the Prayer for World Peace
(In your own language, once or as many times as you wish)

May Peace Prevail on Earth
May Peace be in our Homes and Countries
May our Missions be accomplished
We thank you, Guardian Deities and Guardian Spirits

2. Voice the following Declaration
“In order to realize my inner divinity, and assist
humanity on its path of great awakening to truth, on this
day I commit to the training of becoming a Divine
Being/ Shinjin, so I may continue to emanate the
resonance of God’s infinite Love, Forgiveness, and
Harmony so as to realize complete World Peace.”

3. Start the Task 1:
Ware Soku Kami Nari (I am divine being) mandala
writing. Follow the instructions on p. 6.
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Declaration of

WARE SOKU KAMI NARI
(I am Divine Being)
The words I speak are the words of God.
The thoughts I emit are the thoughts of God.
The actions I take are the actions of God.
The words, thoughts and actions of God
are abundantly overflowing with infinite love,
infinite wisdom, infinite joy, infinite happiness,
infinite gratitude, infinite life, infinite health,
infinite light, infinite energy, infinite power,
infinite success and infinite supply …
They are nothing more, nothing else.
Therefore, Ware Soku Kami Nari,
I speak, think and act just as God does.
I will brighten and elevate myself to become none other
than God
so that when others see me they cannot help but think that
they have seen God.
Those who have seen me have seen God.
I emanate light and continue to radiate
the most supreme infinite love of God
to all mankind.
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Declaration of

JINRUI SOKU KAMI NARI
(Humanity is Divine)

What I speak, think and do are only for humanity.
Only for the happiness of humanity. Only for the peace of
humanity. Only for the awakening of humanity.

Therefore, the words, thoughts and actions I myself have
are beyond any selfishness, ego or conflict. They are in
themselves, the Universe, light, truth and the existence of
God.

Any disasters, environmental pollution, hunger or diseases
taking place on Earth occur only in the process of Jinrui
Soku Kami Nari: manifesting God within humanity.

Wars, ethnic and religious conflicts happening in the world
also occur in the process of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari:
manifesting God within humanity.
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Thus, I don’t hold any criticism, blame or judgment
toward any incidents, circumstances, news or information
on Earth: toward various ways of living, thoughts and
actions of mankind; or toward inventions that have
intruded into the realm of God through limited human
knowledge.

I do not involve myself with these things,
understanding that they occur only in the process of Jinrui
Soku Kami Nari: manifesting God within humanity.

I intently continue giving the infinite love,
forgiveness and mercy of God to humanity.
And until the time when all humanity awakens to truth, I
continue performing the IN of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari
on behalf of each human being.
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Sample of Mandala writing

Make sure to end with
a complete phrase

Start from the
very center.
First letter on the
horizontal line.
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Special Program for Physicallychallenged Persons
(Especially those with difficulties with writing and or walking)

Task 1:

Mandala writing

Instead of writing the Universal God Mandalas, perform
special spiritual breathing 7000 times. The length of breath is free.

Instructions:


Inhale while thinking “Ware Soku Kami Nari”



Stop your breath, silently say “Accomplished”



Exhale while thinking “Jinrui Soku Kami Nari”

Task 2:

Special writing of JSKN

Instead of writing Jinrui Soku Kami Nari (Humanity is Divine),
recite it mentally while holding your breath.

Instructions:


Recite the whole Declaration of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari



Perform the IN of Jinrui Soku Kami Nari mentally
(imagining, imaging or visualizing)



Inhale, hold your breath and recite mentally “Jinrui
Soku Kami Nari” 7 times.
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Do this 100 times



You can do this as many times as you like in one
session, but at first, we recommend you to do it only
once, until you build up your breath

Task 3:

JSKN declaring to people

Instead of voicing “Jinrui Soku Kami Nari” to 70,000 people,
mentally repeat the same phrase “Jinrui Soku Kami Nari” 70,000
times.
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